Web Class 5: Life Contracts- Questions and Answers
1. Miscarriages, do the babies have a contract with the parents?
Yes, they have
There are 2 situations here:
i. The baby need not leave the body of the mother if there were spiritual energy
involved in the father’s n mother’s energetic system. Many time the baby would not
go.
ii. Other times the baby just needed to have the experience to be in the mother’s
womb for certain period of time.
But most times if there is spiritual energies involved with the parents’ bodies, the baby
would not leave the body of the mother.
2. Aborting a baby because u don’t want another child, is that a contract also?
Again it is a contract but both of u have agreed to be part of this.
But is it the highest or lowest part of the contract?
There is a choice u make.
For example- u are not ready to be a father. U would renegotiate the contract at the
higher self level. The mother or father is not ready and the higher self or the soul of the
baby will agree that this is not the best environment for the it to be born at this time.
Both will agree and decide to abort the baby.
But many a times, one person would like to fulfill the contract while the other person
doesn’t want. In this case the person with the strongest personality or energy field will
override the personality of the other person. They will force the other person to have the
contract done in their way.
3. Unwanted pregnancies in teenagers, they are afraid and abort the baby out of
fear or parents telling them to do so. So how will this contract be fulfilled?
Many a times the babies do not want to be aborted at all. Again as u mentioned the over
riding energy of the parents will force the contract to be changed. The babies will come
in the physical bodies maybe this life time or other life times and be born. Many times
contracts are not fulfilled because of fear and responsibilities.
But in some cases an abortion helps the mother prepare her emotional energy, her
spiritual energy and her womb energy to carry the child in the future. At least 2 or 3
years down the lane when she is emotionally more matured to carry the baby. So the
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first soul will choose to incarnate when the mother’s heart opens up, love comes into
her, her womb is prepared to bring the other child in the coming years to come
Let me give u an example:
This is Mother Mary.
The one that I brought forth thru me, Yeshua. He was supposed to have come 300
years before. But the environment was not ready. So it delayed his coming for more
than 300 years. But he came thru other people before his incarnation before I birthed
him, he did not stay.
Many souls will abort because the circumstances were not appropriate for them to be
born.
4. After aborting the child, is there anything that needs to be done?
Dear one, if an abortion has taken place u simply must ask 1 question, was it a part of
my life contract with this child, if it is fulfilled then I release this energy contract within
me this time.
Remember dear ones, we can communicate with every soul even if they have passed
long back.
5. How would u guide those who have aborted the baby assuming that the
contract with the baby has not been fulfilled?
Communicate with them at the spirit level.
And this soul can also support u thru other children. U can become a part of other
children’s lives in supporting them.
So communicate with the aborted souls to:
• How u can bring this to a higher level, the abortion that was done.
• How can u open up yourself thru serving others. U don’t have the aborted baby now
but the energy(baby’s) is in u so how can u use it to serve others.
As u know the contracts on many levels not all but some are FLEXIBLE.
But the contract with yr parents, Gaia, planets is not flexible.
Gaia means living Earth Spirit.
Yr contract with Mother Earth thru whom yr body is connected.
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6. How does one help the whales?
By connecting to them thru meditation
The whales carry important information and they act as feed back loop system for the
Earth Spirit giving information to Earth as to what people need in a particular region in a
particular time period.
The contract is to connect with the whales, animal spirits and the tree spirits and to
bring the understanding thru which they and u, both can grow.
7. Can one of us collectively help with the consciousness to bring peace between
North and South Korea for reunification?
Yes.
We as a human being have a contract to be part of the collective consciousness to bring
peace not only to North and South Korea but also other parts of the world. As u
mentioned one person sitting here has a very big part to play.
8. What is the difference between karma n life contract?
These are intertwined.
It cannot be fully separated.
Life Contract is fulfilling the part that u have brought forth to fulfill certain contracts in
which other people are required. Certain aspects of yr life can be fulfilled for higher
growth.
Karmic energy is people with whom u have had lives in the past and to balance those
energies in this life time
There is a very subtle difference:
Life contract u need other people to be part of this. This is yr contract with all the
people.
Karmic energy from past life actions, accumulated energy that needs to be balanced
These 2 work in conjunction and overlapping many times.
Let me give u one thing- there are 2 people who have contracts with the crystal kingdom
1 person to bring forth beautiful poetry and also 1 person to bring forth sacred geometry.
Again as I mentioned, these are contracts with the higher beings.
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Let me give u 1 final thing:
Step into life contract by giving intention and u will see a gradual easing of yr
life.U will see yr life becoming easy, joyful and peaceful.
So when there is more strife in yr life, look at it and ask ”Is it because I am not fulfilling
my contract?”
This is the indicator.
9. What does it mean to have life contract with our spiritual guides?
It means:
• we will work with certain spiritual masters with whom we have connection from other
life times
• for our evolutionary growth
• and bringing new understanding to our lives.
Sukvinder a hint for u, U have a life contract to work with one of the great Master Sanat
Kumara. This is just one.
For example, Rae’s contract was to work with Master Kutumi. He is the gate keeper for
Rae to other new realities. One of his other life contract is to organize the event of
Kryon in Tokyo. To bring the understanding of Kryon to the people of Tokyo. This is with
the other teacher with whom he studied this life time including Robert Sappiro. It’s a life
contract.
But u must take actions to find yr teachers or yr guides.
And u will see how yr life grows.
10. How do I find my life contract?
U have to meditate.
We gave u many guidelines, ask them which area of this lifetime I have fulfilled or not
have fulfilled. My contract with Gaia, other people.
U must write down and ask.
I give u 1 hint, Anne Choo n 2 other people have contracts with the Maha Avatar Babaji.
Brother Kepler has a contract with the Lotus Spirit.
U are very ready for Ascension brother Kepler-98.7%
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Michelle Stewart had a contract with her own body- it said I would have this particular
situation but I will heal and move forward. She fulfilled that contract.When something
fulfills , u feel satisfaction.
U have so much work to do. Don’t stay in the drama. Work on. Move on!
Simply ask - have I fulfilled all the contracts?
Winnie, fulfill yr contract. U are still hiding.
Why are u afraid Winnie? Get up and dance Winnie. Be courageous and strong. U are a
gift to the world Winnie. Have courage, u will do very well.
Kundalini awakening in Cambodia.
U can see his face opened and he was also moving like a snake
One of the temples in Cambodia
The one with the Garuda Spirit guiding

Sounds
I would like to give u 3 sounds so that this sound u can practice and u will be taken to
other realities.
1. Focus on the head and make this sound silently.
Please don’t over do, cause u will be spaced out for 4 or 5 hours.
the first sound is - IHO
Just focussing this sound on the the top of the head
It’s like an opening to another reality.
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2. The second sound is - MONK
Just chanting MONK
Immediately u will feel energy all over yr body on yr
forehead
Just sit focusing on the top of the head
Spiraling energy around yr head
Orange/Red color on yr head.
A spinning vortex. Simply chanting, u will stat feeling
energy on yr forehead area.

3. The last one BARDA
Immediately u will feel an opening and white light pouring into
This sound will help u connect with all the Masters who walked on the planet in light
before.
Pick up one sound and do for 20 or 30 minutes or more if u like it.
U will be taken to a different reality.
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